GETTING STARTED:
• Each player chooses a pawn and places it on the corresponding
colored START space on the board.
• Separate the 10 Answer cards from the rest of the Game cards.

• Now, all players – including the reader – may discuss, or debate the
question on the card, but each player will be answering separately.
*Tip: Sometimes if you think you know the answer you may
want to try and convince others to go for a different answer
so you can be sneaky and score!
• When all players are ready, it’s time to share answers:
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• Each player receives 2 Answer cards (an A and a B card).
Any extras go back in the game box.
• Place the Game cards in the card holder. Keep the Game cards and
Revealer Wand close by.

If the question asks for a choice between A or B – Players will
use their A and B Answer cards to answer. When ready, all
players place their card in front of them face-down. Then
everyone reveals their card at the same time. These cards
may have multiple winners.
If the question is a What’s Your Number? card – Players will say
their answers one at a time starting with the current reader.
Then moving left, each player says their number out loud one at
a time. Players may not repeat numbers. These cards only have
1 winner.

HOW TO WIN:
There can only be one winner in the weird, outrageous, and
wacky world of Weird But True. The first player to reach the
Winner’s Circle is the winner!

TIE-BREAKER
However, if more than one player reaches the finish at the same time,
it is a tie, and the the game is not over.
The game continues, and everyone still plays until there is one clear
winner. A new round begins.
As soon as there is only ONE player in the Winner’s Circle that correctly
answered then the game is over, and they are the winner. If more than
one player in the winner’s circle answers correctly, or all players in the
winner’s circle answer incorrectly, it is still a tie and the game continues.
This allows other players to answer correctly, catch up, and join other
players in the Winner’s Circle to compete for the win.

If the question is a Brain Blitz or Eye Wonder card – follow the
directions on the card to play for the answer. These cards will
only have 1 winner.

• The game is played in a series of rounds. In each round a Game card
is drawn, and a question is read out loud to the group by a reader.
All players will answer on each question.

• After all answers have been announced the reader takes the Revealer
Wand and places it over the Answer circle on the Game card to show
the correct answer!

• Pick the first reader. On the count of 3, all players yell out a number.
The player that said the second highest number will be the game’s
first reader.

That’s
!
Weird

PLAYING THE GAME:
• To start each round, the current reader draws a card from the deck and
reads the question on it to the group. There are 5 types of questions
that will come up during the game (see GAME CARDS):

• FACT & FICTION
• WHICH ONE IS…?
• WHAT’S YOUR NUMBER?
• BRAIN BLITZ!
• EYE WONDER
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• Every player that answered correctly wins the question and moves
their pawn forward one space!
• Every player that was incorrect does not move their pawn.
• The round is over, and a new round begins.
• The reader flips the card around, places it in the back of the card
holder, and then passes the cards to the next player on the left.
They are the next reader for the new round.
• Play continues until there is a winner (see HOW TO WIN).
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GAME CARDS
When playing there are 5 different types of question cards that will come up during
play! All players will participate and play on every card! Here’s how…

FACT & FICTION
One is Fact. One is Fiction. Which one is
the true fact? Use your A or B Answer
card to answer. When ready, all players
reveal their answer at the same time.
These cards may have multiple
winners.

GAME CARDS CONTINUED
EYE WONDER
What You’ll Find Inside:

236 Questions (118 Cards),
10 Answer Cards, 5 Pawns,
Gameboard, Reveal Wand,
Card Holder and Instructions

Once everyone has made a guess, the
reader reveals the answer. If a player
answered correctly, they win!
These cards only have 1 winner.

WHICH ONE IS...?

BRAIN BLITZ!

It’s a question of weird comparisons.
Use your A or B Answer card to answer.
When ready, all players reveal their
answer at the same time.

In this mini game, everyone will take
turns naming one item from the topic
below, starting with the reader and
moving clockwise around the group.
If you repeat an item already said, or
fail to correctly name something in 5
seconds*, you’re out. The last player
remaining wins!

These cards may have multiple
winners.

Other players may count 5 Mississippi
for the timer.

WHAT’S YOUR NUMBER?

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Use your noggin and race to the finish by answering
outrageous questions about strange animals, wild
places, freaky phenomena and more while you deduce
what exactly is… WEIRD, BUT TRUE! The first player to
reach the Winner’s Circle is the winner!
Everyone plays on every question. Each correct answer
moves you one step closer to the Winner’s Circle.
Some questions allow multiple winners while others
only allow one player to win.
That’s
!
Weird

These cards only have 1 winner.

This is a numbers game! So, every
answer is a number. When ready,
players take turns giving their answer
one at a time starting with the reader.
Players may not repeat numbers.

(*Feel free to change the amount time)

The closest number without going over
the answer is the winner!
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These cards only have 1 winner.
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scientists, explorers, and educators around the world. To learn more, visit natgeo.com/info.
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Everyone gets 1 guess to name what
the image is a picture of. There are no
turns when answering, just yell out
your answer as soon as you think you
know what it is. Players may not
repeat answers.
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